Overview and Scope
The U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) stands apart among the world’s regulatory agencies for the depth of its expertise and analysis about medical products. However, much of this knowledge and information about the regulatory process stay within FDA’s walls, as a result of policies and regulations that have for many years broadly defined what is considered “confidential.”

In 2010, FDA established a Transparency Task Force to consider whether these regulations and policies should be modernized.1 The Task Force quoted former Commissioner Donald Kennedy in saying that “government decisions, particularly regulatory decisions, should be based on publicly available information...people affected by government decisions have a right to know the basis on which they are made.” The Task Force released a series of draft recommendations, several of which were adopted.2

Since 2010, the ground has tilted further in favor of transparency at the FDA. Patient advocates, academic researchers, and legislators have expressed frustration about policies that prevent understanding of the pipeline for new drugs. In place of the FDA, third parties are aggregating disclosures by medical product companies to investors and selling them as information services. In certain high profile cases, companies have released misinformation that FDA was unable to counter in a timely way. Litigation is also putting pressure on the Agency to change its policies on confidentiality.3

The world around the Agency has also become more transparent. Extensive information on most clinical trials is publicly available on the website www.ClinicalTrials.gov, hosted by the National Library of Medicine of the National Institutes of Health. The European Medicines Agency is advancing a broad transparency initiative that includes the release of many their analyses as well as certain industry submissions.

The potential benefits of greater transparency in the regulatory process include:

- A higher quality and greater quantity of evidence to inform medical education and guide clinical practice;
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• Faster innovation, as researchers, industry, and investors can more easily and thoroughly understand successes and failures;
• Improvements in FDA processes, allowing researchers to study how companies and FDA interact; and
• Greater public understanding and confidence in the activities of the FDA.

A change in the presidential administration is an opportune time to take a fresh look at FDA’s policies and practices to support public transparency. With support from the Laura and John Arnold Foundation, a team of academic faculty — at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Yale Medical School, and Yale Law School — has developed a Blueprint for Transparency at FDA.¹

This iterative process included reviewing the work of the 2010 Transparency Task Force, understanding recent activities by the European Medicines Agency, evaluating published research on the FDA review process, obtaining insight from close Agency observers with a variety of perspectives (including patient advocacy organizations, pharmaceutical companies, consumer organizations, and other academic experts), and considering a range of constraints on what might be possible. This work recognizes the importance of legal restrictions on disclosure of trade secrets, for which federal law requires confidentiality.²

The report has five focus areas:

1. FDA should disclose more information about key milestones in the application process.
2. FDA should disclose more of its own analysis and decision-making.
3. FDA should disclose more about the application and review process for generic drugs and biosimilars.
4. FDA should correct misleading information in the market.
5. FDA should disclose data from scientific studies to enhance understanding of medical products.

Together, these sections contain 18 recommendations, which are summarized in the Table.³ Progress on transparency at FDA does not require an Act of Congress. Under existing statutory authority, FDA has broad discretion to define much of what is considered confidential by amending its regulations and refining policy.⁴ The recommendations in this Blueprint represent realistic steps FDA can take without statutory change to provide the public substantially more information on regulated medical products, and in doing so, improve patient care and product development — advancing the public’s health.

Table

Blueprint for Transparency at FDA: 5 Focus Areas with 18 Specific Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Areas</th>
<th>2010 FDA Transparency Task Force</th>
<th>New Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDA should disclose more information about key milestones in the application process.</td>
<td>• FDA should disclose basic information (including name of sponsor and product) about investigational notices, the filing of marketing applications, and the existence of clinical holds. (1)</td>
<td>• FDA should include in disclosures of investigational notices and marketing applications the class of medication and mechanism of action if known. (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA should include in disclosures of investigational notices and new applications the ClinicalTrials.gov numbers for all trials conducted or relied upon as pivotal for marketing approval. (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Where FDA enters into a Special Protocol Assessment, FDA should release the text relevant to safety and efficacy after the study is completed. (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• When FDA has issued or released a clinical hold related to safety or efficacy, the FDA should release a summary of the reasons within 10 days. (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA should disclose whether a marketing application has been designated for an expedited development or review program and, if so, provide the scientific basis for that designation. (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA should disclose written requests for pediatric studies at the time such requests are made, as well as other documents indicating agreement on changes to the initial request. (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table (continued)

Blueprint for Transparency at FDA: 5 Focus Areas with 18 Specific Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Areas</th>
<th>2010 FDA Transparency Task Force</th>
<th>New Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDA should disclose more of its own analysis and decision-making.</td>
<td>• FDA should provide information and explanations for withdrawn medications and should disclose FDA’s communications to companies when products are not approved. (8)</td>
<td>• FDA should make public its clinical and statistical reviews of products not approved or for which the marketing applications are abandoned or withdrawn. FDA should issue guidance on the definition of abandonment. (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA should disclose more of its own analysis and decision-making.</td>
<td>• FDA should make its pooled data sets, masked and de-identified as appropriate, and FDA’s analyses of these data sets, available to the medical and research community through clinical data repositories, such as through the National Institutes of Health Biologic Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center. (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA should disclose more about the application and review process for generic drugs and follow-on biologics.</td>
<td>• FDA should disclose the filing of generic drug applications, including the name of the sponsor and the name of the reference drug to be copied. (11)</td>
<td>• FDA should routinely disclose those portions of Complete Response Letters to generic drug manufacturers that relate to bioequivalence. (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA should routinely disclose the filing of abbreviated biologics licensing applications, including the name of the sponsor, the reference biologic product, and whether the application is for “biosimilarity” or “interchangeability.” (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA should routinely disclose those portions of a Complete Response Letter with respect to an abbreviated biologics licensing application that relate to the biosimilarity to or interchangeability with the reference biologic product. (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA should correct misleading information in the market.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA should correct misleading information where there is the potential for substantial confusion about the safety or efficacy of the medical product for both approved and unapproved uses (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA should disclose data from scientific studies to enhance understanding of medical products.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA should disclose Clinical Study Reports that have been submitted to FDA in support of a marketing application. To the extent possible, FDA should harmonize standards on CSR release with the European Medicines Agency. (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA should release the final reports that fulfill Postmarketing Requirements and Postmarketing Commitments, including Clinical Study Reports of Phase IV Studies and other post-approval reports, at the time FDA considers the sponsor’s obligation to conduct a study to be fulfilled. (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• When there are clinical trial data, including patient-level data, that are not available to independent investigators through industry-sponsored websites, then FDA should make data available through clinical data repositories, such as through the National Institutes of Health Biologic Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center, with policies on deidentification to protect patient privacy. (18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FDA Should Disclose More Information about Key Milestones in the Application Process

Background
Under the Food, Drug, & Cosmetic Act, the sponsors of new drugs, biologic products, and many medical devices seek approval or clearance from FDA prior to marketing. The FDA review process includes several key steps that provide opportunities for transparency.

The first major milestone in the regulatory process occurs when sponsors submit notice to FDA about plans to conduct clinical studies. For drugs and biologics, this notice is called the Investigational New Drug application (IND). For medical devices, it is the Investigational Device Exemptions application (IDE). FDA regulations set out the requirements governing the format and content of these notices.

Sponsors may proceed with clinical studies 30 days after filing an investigational application unless FDA disapproves an Investigational Device Exemptions application or notifies the sponsor that the investigation may not begin, or, in the case of an Investigational New Drug application, issues a "clinical hold." A clinical hold means that the clinical trial in question may not go forward as a result of concerns over the health and safety of participants. FDA can impose a clinical hold on a study at any time during its progress and may lift a clinical hold once concerns are addressed.

During a drug’s clinical trial period, the sponsor and FDA may negotiate a Special Protocol Assessment (SPA), a written agreement covering the design of clinical trials in support of a marketing application. The Special Protocol Assessment is binding on FDA, meaning that FDA accepts that if trials with the characteristics enumerated in the Special Protocol Assessment are successful, then they will fulfill an important requirement for approval. Nonetheless, FDA may alter or void a Special Protocol Assessment if a “substantial scientific issue” is identified after the trial begins.

Filing of the Application
After clinical data are collected, the next key step is the filing by the sponsor of a marketing application with FDA. For new drugs, sponsors are required to file a New Drug Application (NDA); for biologic products, sponsors must file a Biologics License Application (BLA). FDA oversight of medical devices varies according to a device’s risk to patients. Many low-risk medical devices, such as tongue depressors, do not require premarket notification submission to FDA to be legally marketed. By contrast, the sponsor of a moderate- or high-risk medical device usually files either a 510(k) premarket notification or a Pre-Market Approval application (PMA).

Expedited Review Programs
Congress has approved numerous programs intended to expedite the clinical development and regulatory review of applications for drugs and biologics of particular clinical importance. Some of these include the Fast Track, Breakthrough Therapy, Accelerated Approval, and Priority Review pathways. These programs have different and complex requirements but are often referred to collectively as “Expedited Programs.” Sponsors of new drugs that FDA designates as potential treatments for rare diseases (‘orphan drugs’) also receive an array of benefits intended to encourage the development of treatments for these diseases. Most recently, Congress, in the 21st Century Cures Act, provided for expedited development of regenerative advanced therapies.

Devices can also qualify for a priority review. A pilot program started in 2015 offered the prospect of increased regulatory attention and hence expedited development for devices that reflect “breakthrough technologies” for life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating diseases or conditions. This pilot program was recently codified and expanded in the 21st Century Cures Act and renamed the “Breakthrough Device” program.

Pediatric Studies
With respect to data for pediatric uses of medications, the Best Pharmaceuticals for Children Act allows for sponsors to be granted six months of market exclusivity should they conduct pediatric clinical trials on medical products already on the market upon written request from FDA. After the sponsor agrees to the written request and satisfies its requirements, an FDA review board makes a decision whether to grant the additional market exclusivity.

Current FDA Practice Related to Transparency
With some limited exceptions, FDA does not disclose information about the application process for a new medical product until — and if — the product is approved. The FDA’s current regulations prohibit contemporaneous disclosure of such milestones as the filing of application about human testing, the agreement on a Special Protocol Assessment, the filing of the marketing application, and whether products are receiving expedited review.

The most common exception to non-disclosure rules is when FDA convenes an advisory committee to consider specific questions related to a marketing application before FDA makes a final decision.
whether to approve the application. The advisory committee meets in public and considers information in the application.\textsuperscript{21} Minutes of the advisory committee meetings are then posted on the FDA website.\textsuperscript{22}

The 1983 Orphan Drug Act requires FDA to disclose publicly when a drug qualifies for this program at the time of designation.\textsuperscript{23} FDA discloses the proposed indication or intended use of the drug, and the date it was designated, but if the drug is at an early stage, it may only have a chemical or technical name, which will be uninformative to the general public.\textsuperscript{24} Moreover, FDA does not disclose the name of the sponsor or the justification for the orphan drug designation.

Modernizing FDA practices would bring benefits to patients, researchers, and investors in new products. The FDA Transparency Task Force’s recommendations from 2010 are an important starting place.

With respect to pediatric exclusivity, the Best Pharmaceuticals for Children Act includes provisions that provide public access to information regarding written requests, safety reviews, labeling changes, and other topics.\textsuperscript{25} There is no requirement that FDA’s written requests be made available at the time of request.

Opportunities to Enhance Transparency at FDA

In its 2010 Report, FDA’s Transparency Task Force noted that greater transparency about the application process would be expected to promote participation in clinical trials, greater understanding of the regulatory process, and progress in developing new and innovative therapies for patients. The Task Force then proposed disclosing basic information about investigational applications, including the name of the application sponsor, the date the application was received, the proposed indication or intended use, and the proposed proper or trade name, if available. The Task Force also proposed disclosing the fact that a study has been placed on hold, and basic information about applications at the time of submission.\textsuperscript{26}

Much of this information is already being made available to those who can afford to license it. Commercially available services offer information to their subscribers about investigational applications and product filings.\textsuperscript{27} These services draw upon a variety of public and proprietary sources. For example, a sponsor that has issued securities subject to the federal Securities Exchange Act of 1934 is obligated to disclose in public filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission events that are “material” to the sponsor, which in some circumstances may include regulatory decisions by FDA. Of note, an event that might be material to an emerging biotech company with a single product in Phase 1 development might not be material to a large biopharmaceutical company. Many pharmaceutical companies subscribe to these databases, and several vendors report filling in “missing” (or otherwise not publicly reported) data based on direct feedback from sponsors themselves. Independent audits have found that the largest of these databases are likely to be comprehensive representations of the above information with respect to innovative product development.\textsuperscript{28} Members of the public who cannot afford a subscription do not have access to the information within these commercial databases.

While FDA does not disclose information about key milestones in product regulation prior to approval, the European Medicines Agency publishes information at many key milestones in product regulation.\textsuperscript{29} Modernizing FDA practices would bring benefits to patients, researchers, and investors in new products. The FDA Transparency Task Force’s recommendations from 2010 are an important starting place. As the Agency noted then, it is of keen interest to those suffering from or studying a disease with limited available treatment to know whether and when a new drug, biologic, or device enters the clinical testing phase of development, and whether and when a marketing application is submitted. Greater disclosure will allow the financial markets to be aware of the progress of therapies through the review process without having to rely on company disclosures alone.

Beyond these recommendations, five additional types of disclosures have merit:

- **Mechanism of action or class of medical product.** There is substantial value to patients and researchers to understand the type of product under study, beyond just the sponsor’s assigned name and the particular use.

- **Link to ClinicalTrials.gov.** Adding the relevant National Clinical Trials number to disclosures by FDA will allow the public to understand the connection between clinical research and the regulatory process.

- **Whether and why a product has been assigned to an expedited development or review pathway or has been classified as an orphan drug.**
Greater transparency on this part of the regulatory process will allow patients to know which products are expected to provide a meaningful improvement over current treatments, which may, for example, stimulate enrollment in clinical trials for these products. Transparency will also provide policymakers with more opportunities to identify the strengths and weaknesses of these review pathways.

**Safety or efficacy reasons for a clinical hold.** Patients, clinicians, and investigators can benefit from understanding why a study may be put on a clinical hold, and why the hold was lifted, especially if those reasons relate to patient safety. Relying on companies alone for this information, which is now the case, means that FDA’s rationale for the clinical hold remains obscured. When a clinical hold is based on safety or efficacy grounds, disclosure of the FDA perspective would best help patients and clinicians understand potential risks in other studies of drugs in the same or a related class and help investigators better appreciate obstacles that may affect the development of alternative products.

**Special Protocol Assessments related to safety and efficacy.** Disclosure of these provisions can provide investigators with critical insight into the type of testing that can be used to gain approval of new products.

**Written requests for pediatric studies.** Disclosure of FDA’s written requests for pediatric studies under the Best Pharmaceuticals for Children Act at the time the written request is made by FDA can provide pediatric patient advocates and researchers with a better understanding of FDA’s approach to needed pediatric studies. FDA should also disclose documents that memorialize acceptable changes to the initial request.

**FDA Should Disclose More of Its Own Analysis and Decision-Making**

**Background**

FDA’s analysis and decision-making is considered by many to be the global gold standard in medical product regulation. This respect derives from the expertise of FDA review staff and the Agency’s unique practice of reviewing individual-level patient data from clinical studies.

When FDA receives a marketing application, it conducts a threshold review of the application. If the application is incomplete, or if it is patently unapprovable, FDA notifies the sponsor by letter that the application will not be filed in its current form. If FDA decides to review an application, it conducts a series of detailed assessments including re-analysis of raw data from applications in assessing whether products are appropriate for marketing to patients. These include chemistry, clinical, pharmacological, and statistical reviews.

**Recommendations to Enhance FDA Transparency about Key Milestones in the Application Process**

1. FDA should adopt the 2010 draft proposals of the Transparency Task Force on investigational applications, marketing applications, and the existence of clinical holds. These proposals would make the basic information in these filings broadly available.

2. FDA should include in disclosures of investigational applications and marketing applications the class of medication and mechanism of action, if known. This should apply to supplemental New Drug Applications and Biologics License Applications for new indications.

3. FDA should include in disclosures of investigational applications and new applications the National Clinical Trial numbers for all trials conducted for marketing approval.

4. If FDA enters into a Special Protocol Assessment, FDA should release the text relevant to safety and efficacy after the study is completed.

5. When FDA has issued or released a clinical hold related to safety or efficacy, the FDA should release a summary of the reasons within 10 days.

6. FDA should disclose whether a marketing application has been designated for an expedited development or review program and, if so, the scientific basis for that designation. For orphan-designated drugs, in addition to disclosing the name of the drug and its proposed indication, FDA should also disclose the name of the sponsor and the epidemiologic basis for the designation.

7. FDA should disclose written requests for pediatric studies under the Best Pharmaceuticals for Children Act at the time such requests are made, as well as other documents indicating agreement on changes to the initial request.
FDA currently approves nearly all complete drug applications on the first cycle of review. Some unapproved applications require more information or have flaws that are then fixed by the sponsor, leading to an approvable application on a second review cycle. Others may be abandoned or withdrawn by their sponsors.

FDA conducts targeted analysis on medical products after marketing. These studies may be limited to one product or assess the profile of a group of products. To conduct these analyses, FDA has access to high-quality clinical data on safety and effectiveness, and FDA scientists often conduct extensive meta-analyses of these data. In the course of such analyses, FDA has created pooled data sets. For example, FDA scientists pooled data from 18 clinical trials (including 3 pediatric trials) to investigate the optimal time to measure detection of hepatitis C virus. The Agency found that future studies could use earlier endpoints for detection of the virus, reducing the expense and time for such research.

**Current FDA Practice Related to Transparency**

For public advisory committee meetings during the initial approval process and after products are approved as part of FDA’s “action package,” FDA releases most information about its analysis and decision-making. For supplemental indications, FDA releases its memos under the Freedom of Information Act and posts the memos if three requests are received.

In other circumstances, however, little is released. FDA does not release letters indicating that applications are not ready to be filed. Absent a public advisory committee meeting, FDA generally does not release its internal reviews for unapproved products.

**Withdrawn Applications**

If a sponsor withdraws a marketing application before FDA acts on it, FDA does not release its reviews.

**Abandoned Applications**

If a sponsor ceases work on a pending New Drug Application, FDA may deem the New Drug Application to have been abandoned. In these cases, the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act requires FDA to disclose “upon request” the clinical data contained in the abandoned or terminated New Drug Application. FDA, however, does not disclose which New Drug Applications have been withdrawn, or that FDA considers to have been abandoned; there is also a lack of clarity on how manufacturers or the FDA define abandonment in this context. FDA does not generally provide its perspective on whether the product was abandoned for scientific or non-scientific reasons.

**Non-Approval**

When FDA declines to approve an application, the reviews are not typically released. When FDA approves a marketing application, the sponsor is notified by letter, and these approval letters are released to the public. However, after review, if FDA declines to approve the marketing application, the sponsor is notified by letter but FDA does not make this communication public.

Some FDA analyses are released to the public as part of safety communications or through scientific publication. However, FDA does not release the special data sets created for these analyses, even in masked and de-identified form.

**Opportunities to Enhance Transparency at FDA**

Noting the substantial value to science of more full explanations of drug withdrawals or regulatory non-approvals, the FDA Transparency Task Force in 2010 proposed releasing certain relevant Agency documents. These included the Agency’s perspective on the safety of withdrawn applications, the Agency’s perspective when a sponsor withdraws an orphan drug application for reasons other than safety (such as for business reasons), and the Agency’s letters to drug, biologic, and device sponsors when their products are not approved.

The case for disclosing these communications was strengthened by a study published in 2015 by Lurie and colleagues at FDA. The study compared sponsors’ press releases addressing FDA non-approval of their products with the content of the actual FDA letters. Their results showed striking disparities between FDA’s grounds for deciding not to approve applications and the sponsors’ explanations to their investors and the public. Thirteen press releases captured in the study did not include any of FDA’s actual reasons. Thirty-two of FDA’s letters in the study called for new clinical trials for safety or efficacy, but only 19 press releases mentioned this information. Seven of FDA’s letters noted higher mortality rates in patients receiving the active treatment; only one press release included FDA’s concern about higher mortality. In 11 cases, the company did not issue a press release about the non-approval.

The European Medicines Agency releases a European Public Assessment Report for “every human... medicine application that has been granted or refused marketing authorization.” This includes the agency’s rationale for rejecting applications, where applicable. In some instances, the European Public Assessment Report may contain detailed information on the grounds for denying marketing authorization.
In a 2013 notice in the *Federal Register*, FDA proposed disclosing another type of analysis: the pooled data sets compiled by the Agency, albeit in masked and de-identified form. In making this proposal, FDA noted that: “These data have a tremendous potential to help address critical challenges and provide new opportunities for innovation in medical product development.”46 The proposal received support from such organizations as the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, Lupus Research Institute, the American Society of Clinical Oncology, and the Association of American Medical Colleges. Industry commenters included a broad range of views. Some expressed concern about permitting open access to the information, and others raised a range of logistical and legal considerations.

There are multiple benefits to greater transparency about FDA review, analysis, and decision-making. Transparency allows patients, researchers, and others to learn what the Agency thinks about products under review, including the real reasons why products were not approved. The clinical community can benefit from the insight, expertise, and analyses of FDA reviewers, and researchers can learn from the failures of previous medical products in subsequent research programs. The disclosure of FDA reviews for initial approval provides significant insight about the products; the disclosure of FDA reviews for supplementary indications at the time of their approval does the same. Advocates for patients with rare diseases have special reason for knowing when drug applications are withdrawn for reasons other than safety, so that other sponsors can be encouraged to take over the development process.

Important progress would be made by adopting FDA’s Transparency Task Force proposals related to drug withdrawals and Complete Response Letters from the FDA to sponsors. The FDA’s 2013 proposal would allow researchers access to the pooled data sets that underlie internal FDA analyses. These data sets would be virtually impossible for researchers outside FDA to duplicate, because doing so would require separate agreements with all sponsors of the original research.

While there was support among researchers, patient groups, and some in industry for the FDAs proposal, there was also widespread concern that overly broad distribution of the special data sets might threaten confidentiality and undermine the quality of research. An alternative approach would rely on existing mechanisms to make such datasets available to the medical and research community for purposes of creating or materially enhancing generalizable scientific or medical knowledge, with tight controls on privacy. As one illustrative example, the National Institutes of Health has established a Biologic Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center (BARD-IC) with established procedures for de-identification of data and sharing data with responsible researchers for legitimate scientific investigations.47 There are other examples of private and public clinical trial data repositories that could also be adopted for this purpose.

On the issue of abandoned applications, FDA’s issuance of bright-line guidance for industry on the circumstances that would constitute abandonment of an application would clarify when materials could be made available. For example, FDA might state that where no substantive progress has been made on an application for one year and without a detailed, factual explanation from the sponsor, FDA will consider the application to have been abandoned.

### Recommendations to Enhance Transparency about FDA Analysis and Decision-Making

8. FDA should adopt the draft proposals from the 2010 Transparency Task Force that would provide information and explanations for withdrawn medications and would disclose FDA’s communications to companies when products are not approved.48

9. FDA should make public its clinical and statistical reviews pertaining to products that are not approved or for which the marketing applications are abandoned or withdrawn. FDA should issue guidance on the definition of abandonment for the purpose of transparency.

10. FDA should make its pooled data sets, masked and de-identified as appropriate, and FDA’s analyses of these data sets, available to the medical and research community through clinical data repositories, such as through the National Institutes of Health Biologic Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center.

### FDA Should Disclose More about the Review Process for Generic Drugs and Biosimilars

**Background**

In addition to its central role in the regulation of new therapies, FDA is the critical gateway to the market for thousands of generic drugs. In 2014, 88% of retail prescriptions in the U.S. were filled with generic drugs.49 Manufacturers of generic drugs submit Abbreviated New Drug Applications that include a demonstration of bioequivalence between their product and the original drug.50

In recent years, however, competition has declined in some corners of the generic market. Products that have only one or two manufacturers have become targets for companies with business models that involve finding monopoly markets and putting forward large price increases.51 There are additional scientific challenges...
in creating bioequivalent products for certain types of therapies that compromise the ability of generic companies to navigate the FDA approval process successfully. FDA also has authority, first granted by Congress in 2010 as part of the Affordable Care Act, to license follow-on versions of biologic products that are “highly similar” to, or “interchangeable” with, a previously licensed reference biologic product. Congress modeled this “biosimilars” legislation on the 1984 Hatch-Waxman Act that created an effective pathway for FDA to approve generic drugs.

Current FDA Practice Related to Transparency
FDA generally does not release information on which companies have filed generic drug applications, and for which drugs. When FDA does not approve an application for a generic drug, the FDA does not release copies of “complete response” letters to industry, including those that provide details on failures of bioequivalence testing. FDA also does not release information on the submission of licensing applications for biosimilars.

Opportunities to Enhance Transparency at FDA
In 2010, the FDA Transparency Task Force recommended disclosing the name of the generic drug application sponsor and the name of the reference drug to be copied at the time the application is received. The Transparency Task Force also considered whether to recommend release of letters to generic companies outlining why their products were not approved. The Task Force declined to support disclosure of such letters on the grounds that the reasons “primarily relate[] to how the drug was made, or to labeling negotiations between the sponsor and FDA” and the letters “contain[] a great deal of trade secret information.” The Task Force found “disclosing these letters would provide little insight about the rationale underlying FDA’s drug review process...particularly in light of the need to protect trade secret information.”

Recent examples of generic drugs becoming the subject of extremely high price increases have renewed interest in transparency. During investigation of these episodes, the public often wants to know whether competing products are in the pipeline. Yet, such information is unavailable. Without transparency, policymakers have been unable to determine how much of the problem is due to other factors, such as historically extended review times for pending applications. This challenge speaks to the value of rapid disclosure of which drugs are in the application queue, as proposed by the Transparency Task Force.

FDA’s review of bioequivalence has also been propelled into the spotlight of late as a result of the controversy over rising prices for the allergy medication epinephrine autoinjector (EpiPen). Teva Pharmaceuticals failed to bring to market a generic version, apparently due to challenges involved in making a bioequivalent delivery device for the epinephrine. However, the FDA’s communication with Teva regarding these challenges was not disclosed. In the absence of disclosure, some commentators have blamed FDA for setting unreasonable standards for bioequivalence.

This example illustrates the value of disclosing those portions of the Complete Response Letters from the FDA to generic manufacturers that relate to scientific issues of bioequivalence. Doing so would permit policymakers, patients, researchers, and others to understand why products were not approved and accelerate learning in the generic industry about key challenges and solutions. It would require redaction by FDA of trade secret information and a corresponding recognition that the Agency would not be disclosing problems related to the manufacturing process.

Biologic products are high-cost products, but can also provide innovative and effective new therapies. The filing of biosimilar licensing applications presents a compelling case for disclosure. Information on FDA’s assessment of biosimilarity will also be valuable for the more rapid development of other biosimilar products. Here, too, it must be recognized that FDA will not disclose information on the manufacturing process, which might be a major reason for non-approval of biosimilars.

**Recommendations to Enhance Transparency Related to Generic Drugs and Follow-on Biologics**

11. FDA should adopt its 2010 Transparency Task Force proposal to disclose the filing of generic drug applications, including the name of the sponsor and the name of the reference drug to be copied.

12. FDA should routinely disclose those portions of Complete Response Letters to generic drug manufacturers that relate to bioequivalence (as compared to manufacturing processes).

13. FDA should routinely disclose the filing of abbreviated biologics licensing applications, including the name of the sponsor, the reference biologic product, and whether the application is for “biosimilarity” or “interchangeability.”

14. FDA should routinely disclose those portions of a Complete Response Letter with respect to a biosimilar licensing application that relate to the biosimilarity to or interchangeability with the reference biologic product.
FDA Should Correct Misleading Information in the Market

Background
At times, companies and researchers may release information about the review process that may mislead physicians, patients, investors, and others about data submitted to the Agency or the Agency’s perspective on product development.

For example, in March 2015, Orexigen, the sponsor of bupropion-naltrexone, a drug under development for obesity, filed a report with the Securities and Exchange Commission about a patent claiming that an as-yet unpublished safety study had a “positive effect...on [cardiovascular] outcomes” that “appears to be unrelated to weight change.” This statement, however, misstated the evidence and did not reflect FDA’s perspective. The Agency continued to require an additional study of cardiovascular safety of the medication.60

In the case of eteplirsen (Exondys 51), a treatment for Duchenne muscular dystrophy, the randomized, placebo-controlled pivotal trial conducted in 12 patients for regulatory approval showed no advantage in the 6-minute walk test capacity of treated patients compared to those initially given placebo. However, post-hoc calculations excluding two of the eight eteplirsen-treated patients who deteriorated sharply found a statistically significant advantage for the remaining treated patients.60 This post-hoc analysis was highlighted in the graphic display of this finding in the 2013 paper and in the manufacturer’s press release announcing the success of the trial. Three years later, FDA revealed that these positive public announcements starkly contrasted with the undisclosed advice that FDA at the time gave the sponsor about the validity of the results and the potential for these data to support drug approval. As the lead reviewer stated in the Advisory Committee meeting, “FDA explained that these types of changes did not appear reasonable, even for hypothesis generation, and that the post-hoc analyses were not interpretable. However, the applicant announced the post-hoc results, generating considerable public attention.”61

The problem of misleading or inaccurate claims made by manufacturers may grow worse as a result of a recent appellate court decision that used the First Amendment protection of commercial speech as a justification for giving broader deference to companies to make statements about non-FDA-approved uses of available products.62

Current FDA Practice Related to Transparency
As practice now stands, companies have wide latitude to characterize data submitted to FDA or their engagement with the FDA without the risk that FDA will correct the record. Under current regulations, FDA has the authority to correct such misconceptions only when doing so allows the Agency “to pursue its regulatory activities without disruption.”63 In practice, FDA rarely takes such action.

Opportunities to Enhance Transparency at FDA
FDA’s 2010 Task Force Report recommended that FDA disclose relevant summary safety and efficacy information from an investigational application or a pending market application if the Agency concludes that disclosure is in the interest of public health. This is particularly pronounced when the product is used off-label (i.e., for indications that have not been approved by FDA).64 It was further recommended that FDA correct misleading information about the product that is the subject of the application.65

There are three relevant policy questions to FDA’s ability to correct misinformation. The first is whether the Agency should adopt a basic set of standards for when to correct misinformation in the market. The advantage of doing so is to facilitate Agency engagement when needed without the worry of potential precedent set by each case. The Agency might con-
sider adopting a standard based on whether the information has the potential to cause significant confusion in the medical community and among patients about the safety or efficacy of a medical product for approved or unapproved uses. Even with such a standard, FDA should retain the authority to release information under other circumstances vital to public health.

The second question is whether the Agency should give advance notice to the company regarding any concerns. While this is reasonable as a matter of practice, FDA must remain able to move quickly to protect patients in response to urgent public health needs. An opportunity to provide advance notice should not lead to unnecessary delay.

The third question is whether FDA should disclose the scientific information that is the basis of its concern about misinformation in the market. Doing so would facilitate greater understanding of the Agency’s position.

The FDA’s Transparency Task Force was prescient in recognizing the potential danger of misinformation to public health. To prevent future harm from selective disclosures about the regulatory process by industry, FDA should adopt its 2010 proposal, making clear that it also covers misrepresentations about sponsor-FDA interactions. This will help the Agency protect patients, clinicians, researchers, and others from misleading information.

Recommendations on Correcting Misleading Information in the Market

15. FDA should establish a standard for correcting misleading information where there is the potential for substantial confusion about the safety and efficacy of the medical product for both approved and unapproved uses. The Agency should retain the ability to provide disclosures under additional circumstances vital to public health. To the extent feasible, FDA should provide advance notice to companies. FDA should also disclose the scientific basis for its concerns where possible.

FDA Should Disclose Data from Scientific Studies to Enhance Understanding of Medical Products

Background

During the development process, clinical trials generate extensive information about the safety and effectiveness of new and existing medical products. In support of a marketing application, sponsors are required to provide to FDA the investigational data collected during the clinical trial phase. This information includes:

- **Patient-level datasets.** Sponsors provide raw data files for clinical trials to FDA for analysis. These files contain identifiable information.
- **Clinical Study Reports.** A Clinical Study Report is a comprehensive description and analysis of a clinical investigation conducted on humans, often requiring thousands of pages. The Clinical Study Report generally provides summary information, but will include patient level data to address key questions.
- **Other postmarketing reports.** For drugs and biologics, FDA is authorized in specific circumstances to require sponsors to conduct post-approval studies (Postmarket Requirements). In other circumstances, a sponsor may make a commitment to FDA to conduct post-approval studies (Postmarket Commitments). Similarly, for certain devices, FDA may require post-approval studies. These post-marketing studies may include clinical trials and observational studies. A post-marketing clinical trial will generally be reported to FDA in a Clinical Study Report. Reports on observational studies will be provided in alternative formats to the Agency.

Current FDA Practice Related to Transparency

FDA generally does not disclose patient-level datasets, Clinical Study Reports, or other postmarketing reports provided by sponsors. FDA has taken the position that non-summary reports of clinical or pre-clinical studies are confidential commercial information and may not be disclosed by FDA, unless the information has been previously disclosed or acknowledged by the sponsor or others.

The 2010 Transparency Task Force proposed that FDA convene a group of stakeholders to discuss the possible disclosure of non-summary data contained in product applications, but did not make specific proposals with respect to Clinical Study Reports or Phase IV studies.

Opportunities to Enhance Transparency at FDA

In recent years, there has been important evolution in thinking about access to data from clinical trials. In a recent report, the Institute of Medicine called on key stakeholders to “foster a culture in which data sharing is the expected norm, and...commit to responsible strategies aimed at maximizing the benefits, minimizing the risks, and overcoming the challenges of sharing clinical trial data for all parties.”
Some pharmaceutical companies, such as GlaxoSmithKline and Johnson & Johnson, have taken leading roles in enabling independent investigators to submit requests to access some clinical trial data, subject to certain conditions. One repository of the clinical trials for which investigators may request access is the Clinical Study Data Request website. This trend is a valuable step toward greater transparency, but there is evidence that many more clinical trials are being conducted by industry than are being shared through websites such as these.

In October 2014, the European Medicines Agency adopted a new policy on disclosure of Clinical Study Reports submitted in marketing applications after January 1, 2015. In October 2016, the agency, pursuant to this policy, for the first time posted on its website approximately 260,000 pages of detailed clinical trial data and information on two drugs (carfilzomib and lesinurad) that it had recently approved. These pages were posted with only minimal redactions to protect patient privacy and confidential commercial information. The agency plans to eventually release clinical data within 60 days after approval, or 150 days after a marketing application is withdrawn. In December 2016, the agency published detailed guidance on its publication of clinical data, including permissible redactions. There is a pending legal challenge in the European Union to the agency’s disclosure of clinical trial data that could eventually affect implementation of the disclosure policy.

The sharing of clinical trial data will advance innovation, improve clinical study design, and avoid exposing humans to trials of products that have already failed to meet pre-specified endpoints or caused harm. In the case of observational post-approval studies, while some are published, a policy of transparency will improve the assessment and surveillance of the known and unexpected serious risks to patients related to the use of the drug, biologic, or device.

With respect to data sets with individual patient data, there are important privacy concerns that must be addressed. As noted above, the National Institutes of Health has established Biologic Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center, a repository with established procedures for de-identification to protect patient privacy. To the extent possible, FDA should harmonize standards on Clinical Study Reports release with the European Medicines Agency.

### Recommendations on Disclosure to Enhance Scientific Understanding

16. FDA should disclose online Clinical Study Reports that have been submitted to FDA in support of a marketing application after approval of that application, or after issuance of a Complete Response Letter, or upon the withdrawal or abandonment of the application. This disclosure should include the applicable ClinicalTrials.gov numbers. FDA should consider using a data repository, such as the National Institutes of Health Biologic Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center, as an intermediary to protect patient privacy. To the extent possible, FDA should harmonize standards on Clinical Study Reports release with the European Medicines Agency.

17. FDA should release the final reports that fulfill Postmarketing Requirements and Postmarketing Commitments, including Clinical Study Reports of Phase IV Studies and other post-approval reports, at the time FDA considers the sponsor’s obligation to conduct a study to be fulfilled. This disclosure should include the applicable ClinicalTrials.gov numbers, if any. FDA should consider using a data repository, such as the National Institutes of Health Biologic Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center, as an intermediary to protect patient privacy.

18. When there are clinical trial data, including patient-level data, that were submitted to FDA in support of a marketing application but that are not reasonably available to independent investigators through industry-sponsored websites, then FDA should make data available, such as through the National Institutes of Health Biologic Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center, with policies on de-identification to protect patient privacy.
Responses to Potential Objections

Supporters of transparency at FDA include families looking to understand the progress of potential new treatments, researchers in search of understanding to develop better therapies and cures, investors in need of greater certainty about the regulatory process, companies that would like to better predict how FDA will react to their product applications, and clinicians seeking more data and analysis to improve patient care. Despite great interest, progress in transparency at the Agency has been slow. In this report, we outline the case for change by focusing on those items with the greatest promise for medical innovation. We are aware, however, that some may raise questions and concerns about what we have recommended.

One potential objection to the Report’s recommendations is that greater transparency will undermine the business case for innovation. The concern is that if information or analysis related to one company’s products is available to help competitors, there is less likelihood that the company will proceed in the first place. In 2009, PhRMA responded to FDA’s Transparency Task Force Report, in part, by supporting greater explanation of FDA decision-making. However, the organization expressed concern about release of information submitted by companies, writing, “If FDA were to disclose this information prematurely, sponsors could be motivated to avoid such voluntary information sharing. This, in turn, could negatively affect FDA’s regulatory decision-making abilities.”

Many of our recommendations do not bear on PhRMA’s central concern. Basic information about the regulatory process is already broadly available through proprietary databases; FDA disclosure will create a level playing field and improve access to information for the public. Greater disclosure of FDA analysis and decision-making will create new opportunities for companies to be successful with the Agency. Targeted disclosures to correct misinformation are necessary to avoid market confusion. In other recommendations, we have paid special attention to the nature and timing of disclosures to minimize the risk that may be of greatest concern to manufacturers. For example, we recommend releasing only information about clinical holds and Special Protocol Assessment provisions on safety and efficacy, not other topics that are more likely to touch on actual trade secrets. Our recommendation on release of scientific data submitted by companies for clinical studies focuses on those where sponsors have not already made their data available by other means.

A related potential objection relates to the potential disclosure of non-approval documents such as Complete Response Letters, which set out why FDA failed to approve or clear a medical product. Companies that fail once but plan to try again may consider release to be premature disclosure. Yet at this early stage, for innovator drugs, patent and data exclusivity protections still apply. The release of the letter serves to inform patients, doctors, investors, and others of the regulatory status of the product and to help researchers understand the potential limitations that need to be overcome in creating safe and effective alternative products. For generic products, the letters’ findings on bioequivalence (which are the only portions we recommend making public) are unlikely to give a competitor a short-term edge, but over time could prevent substantial wasted effort by other companies. Since the generic industry includes many companies who compete on many products, disclosure of issues of bioequivalence, over time, will likely help all of them succeed.

A skeptic might ask whether additional transparency is needed. That is, if FDA knows about the benefits and risks of products, is it not enough for the Agency to pass that knowledge along through the review process? For example, if one product failed because of problems with kidney toxicity, the Agency might require additional kidney testing for other similar products.

FDA does, in fact, play exactly this role today. The regulatory process, while important, represents only a fraction of the potential space where this information may be useful. Broader transparency can empower patients, clinicians, researchers, and others to use information more effectively for a broad range of goals. For example, knowledge that a product failed because of problems with kidney toxicity may help patients and clinicians to understand the need for alternatives and lead researchers to focus on new assays of kidney function or develop new compounds that work through different mechanisms.

With respect to correcting misinformation in the market, it is important to note that FDA cannot possibly police all statements by sponsors and others. Some may, therefore, point out that adopting the policy we recommend creates the risk that silence by the Agency will be publicly understood as agreement with whatever is being said. It will be important for FDA to dispel this notion. We do not believe the risk of this misunderstanding outweighs the benefit of clearing up substantial confusion about the safety and efficacy of medical products.

Transparency can be costly, and, if misapplied, can unnecessarily slow down regulatory decision-making. Most of our recommendations regarding transparency involve public dissemination of products that FDA has already created and that clearly does not involve...
trade secrets or data that can lead to identification of patients (such as complete response letters or de-identified secondary databases), or basic information about regulatory milestones that should involve minimal resources. However, some of our recommendations would require more effort and resources on the part of the Agency. The most challenging are those that involve disclosure of large amounts of scientific data from clinical trials. These files are extremely large, and special care must be taken to protect patient privacy. In addition, based on comments submitted to FDA to date, it is likely the Agency would face legal challenges from manufacturers to such disclosures. While our view is that such challenges would not have legal merit, the legal process could be burdensome on the Agency. If the FDA agrees to take up these costlier recommendations, it should move forward with sufficient funding and with the legal support of the Administration and Department of Justice. Greater disclosure of scientific data can generate substantial value over time, in terms of scientific understanding and assistance for further product development, far more than the cost of disclosure.

Some may be concerned that FDA would go beyond our recommendations and disclose too much information. Our recommendations are for the Agency to set clear policies in these areas, not make ad hoc transparency determinations. In areas of Agency discretion, such as to correct misleading information in the market, we have recommended the Agency provide advance warning to product sponsors, if possible.

Others may be concerned about patient privacy. Patient privacy objections are most salient in the context of datasets with patient level information and Clinical Study Reports. The Report recommends that FDA permit the online release of redacted Clinical Study Reports, similar to the redacted Clinical Study Reports that are produced in response to Freedom of Information Act requests. Redacted Clinical Study Reports remove any identifying information about specific patients, including the part of the ID number that would reveal the site of the study. Similarly, the Report recommends that the FDA release redacted datasets per National Institutes of Health guidelines (thus preserving individual privacy) and publishing them through an existing federal repository, such as the National Institutes of Health Biologic Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center.

Any repository adopted for this purpose should employ safeguards to promote the sharing of clinical research data to advance science and improve public health and healthcare; promoting the responsible conduct of research; ensure good stewardship of clinical research data; and protect the rights of research participants. For instance, before releasing data, the repository should verify the research proposed would advance science or improve public health and healthcare, check institutional status, and create legally enforceable agreements that ensure applicants will not compromise patient identity.

Conclusion
Following the path set out by this Blueprint for Transparency will take energy and persistence, but it is well worth it. Greater transparency at FDA will lead to safer and more effective medical products, with lasting benefits for clinical care, scientific progress, and public health.
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